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An online, easy-to-use component
inventory system that is designed for use
by avid electronic hobbyists, mechanical
engineer designers, electronic engineers,
hobbyists, students and etc. WinHeist is
a new type of inventory software that is
designed to keep track of a component's
properties and characteristics such as
Quantity, Description, Value, Needed
Count, Parts Catalog Number,
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Accessories, Dimensions, and Location,
as well as the Supplier, Shipping
Methods and Shipping Costs. This
inventory tool allows you to perform all
inventory tasks including creating
invoices, tracking orders and shipments,
carrying inventory and checking stock
levels. WinHeist is a multi-component
inventory software that lets users create
custom fields for each and every
component with the required properties
and characteristics. This tool can record
prices, discounts, external references
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and other values. It also lets users import
and export their components into Excel
files, comma-delimited text files and a
native.NET component. The inventory
application not only comes with a strong
search feature but also provides users
with a powerful option to sort and
export components according to various
attribute categories. This option may
enable users to find specific components
quickly and easily. WinHeist includes
two ways to setup a component: 1. Using
the fast search feature – The fast search
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module enables users to find a specific
component quickly and easily. This
option of the component inventory
application is very useful and helps in
sorting and grouping components
according to various attribute categories,
location and supplier. 2. Importing -
There is an option to import the existing
data from the.txt or.csv file. This feature
is very handy when users want to create
their own database in just a few clicks
without creating a component. WinHeist
is 100% free and a simple to use
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application for creating your own
component inventory in just a few
clicks. The inventory tool works very
well with Excel and other Microsoft
formats such as Access, Word,
PowerPoint and others. WinHeist
Description: Completely free, small,
easy-to-use software tool that lets you
keep track of a component's properties
and characteristics including Quantity,
Description, Value, Needed Count, Parts
Catalog Number, Accessories,
Dimensions, and Location, as well as the
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Supplier, Shipping Methods and
Shipping Costs. This inventory tool
allows you to perform all inventory tasks
including creating invoices, tracking
orders and shipments, carrying inventory
and checking stock levels. WinHeist is a
multi-component inventory software that
lets users create custom fields for

WinHeist Free

The table below provides a comparison
of all supported languages of WinHeist
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software. WinHeist Advantages: Plug
and play installation; Easy to use; A
catalog of parts all organized in different
categories; An integrated (yet simplistic)
component library; The ability to track
the purchase and usage of electronic
components; Simple inventory
management module; The ability to
create and generate purchase orders; A
simple but reliable order management
module; A small and streamlined
application; The ability to search for a
specific component; Customer Support
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Review: Tools for the job - Right Price,
Right Quality By Donald G. Vigile + -
WinHeist is a simple Windows
application that is designed from the
ground up to help you create useful
databases with all the needed
components and all the information
associated with them. Apart from
instating.NET Framework 3.5 (if your
computer's system does not include it),
WinHeist undergoes a typical and
surprise-free installation process. Simple
and efficient electronic inventory system
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Subsequently, upon first launching the
app your are met by a simplistic and
well-organized main window that
describes a useful toolbar, a filter bar, a
resistor and capacitor calculator and the
component database. The interface is
not designed to provide you with much
eye-candy but, instead, it is designed to
be as responsive and as user-friendly as
possible. Getting started with WinHeist
requires that you create a new or open
an already existing database. Just make
use of the simple Component Input
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Form and start adding the components
for your electrical projects with no more
than a few mouse clicks. Keep track of
almost every aspect preceding an
electronic project The application
provides you with the options to choose
the component's category, sub category,
value, location and supplier. In addition,
you can also specify the total number of
components needed, the part number, a
small description. To make sure that you
never run out of vital components, the
app bundles a simple yet very useful
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Count Alert that notifies you each time a
certain part reaches a specified number
on units. Also noteworthy is the Order
Management feature which, as you may
have guessed, enables you to keep track
of everything regarding electric part
shipments, such as suppliers, carriers,
shipping fees, taxes and others. You
should know that, for your convenience,
this small app also bundles a 09e8f5149f
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WinHeist Crack+ [32|64bit] Latest

WinHeist is a comprehensive database
for electronic components that enables
you to find almost every possible
component, sort them according to
different criteria, add them to your
project database and start working. A
small and user-friendly inventory
application that provides you with a
bunch of useful features but is not going
to boast a lot of functionality. Generate
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reports on your inventory and set up a
convenient mailing list for your emails
so that you will always know about a
certain part without wasting time in
searching for the same. Advanced search
and sorting features Create a database
for a quick reference using categories
and sub-categories. WinHeist provides
you with a bunch of useful components,
including 75,000+ resistors and 10,000+
capacitors. Key Features: All relevant,
easy-to-navigate tabs in the main
window make browsing easier for you.
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WinHeist Description: With WinHeist
you will be able to create lists of items
(such as parts, components, items, and
even a whole computer) and sort them in
a variety of ways including alphabetical,
numeric, and criteria. You will be able
to create and edit a variety of categories
and subcategories, allowing you to easily
create a catalogue of things on your
computer. With a variety of search
options, the software will be able to help
you find exactly the item that you are
looking for. Key Features: Advanced
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Sort and Filter options for your
categories and subcategories, for
example, alphabetical, by category, by
subcategory, date, item level and much
more. Search and sort categories by
criteria, for example, brand, type,
catalog number, number of pieces, and
search by keywords. Import new items
from files or from Word; import
existing catalogues from.txt files or
create your own. Generate a template
for new items so that you can maintain
items and quantities with ease. It will
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also be possible to merge sections, delete
sections, split sections into categories,
and sort items. Searching and sorting
with user-defined criteria Define and
use up to nine different sorting options.
For example, you can sort by type, cost,
item number, item name, date created,
status, quantity, and more. In addition, it
is possible to sort categories and
subcategories alphabetically. You will be
able to find items in your catalogue by
several criteria,
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What's New In WinHeist?

WinHeist is a small and streamlined
inventory application that packs a few
features that will help you quickly gain
valuable information regarding your
electronic projects. Create electronic
inventories, track shipments and much
more As you might have already
guessed, WinHeist is not meant to
replace your note-taking skills. Instead,
it is a small inventory app that you can
use for your electronic projects.
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Initially, the tool is designed to help you
keep track of every component and
detail that you might need regarding an
electronic project. The first thing you
will notice is the Component Input
Form. It is here where you add all of
your component's information, sort them
alphabetically by category and also
specify the part number, description,
total number of needed units and a
supplier. Creating or opening a new
database is also pretty easy. This way,
you can easily add or remove
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components while helping your project
"exist" in a database. Once a new
database is created, you can start
assigning categories. This way, you can
see at a glance which of your
components belong to which category.
In case you are not sure, you can use the
drop-down-menu to directly select the
category you would like the component
to be assigned to. You can also specify
the value of a specific component.
Discount code for WinHeist More than
just a component manager, WinHeist
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features a filter, a component calculator,
a component database and a component
ordering manager, all of which pack a
lot of useful features you may need. The
application's filter features enable you to
find components by category,
subcategory and supplier, all at your
fingertips. Also, it is very useful to
create a filter based on the quantity
needed and the value. The component
calculator is a must-have for electronic
hobbyists who get into the game only to
discover that they need a particular
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resistor. In this situation, the calculator
is designed to help you calculate the
resistance of a specified component,
thanks to its resistivity function.
Similarly, the database lets you see
details such as the component's category,
subcategory, value, number of units
needed, location, supplier and a small
description. With the component
ordering manager, the app lets you
create orders and manage your project's
items, such as shipping them to your
customers or having your supplier ship a
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certain amount at a specific date and
time. WinHeist also offers a search
module that allows you to quickly locate
needed components by any available
criteria. Additionally, the app
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10, Windows
7, Windows 8, Windows Vista
Processor: 2.4 GHz Memory: 1 GB
RAM Graphics: DirectX® compatible
video card Network: Broadband Internet
connection Storage: 4 GB available
space Sound Card: DirectX compatible
sound card Additional Notes: English
language, any language Recommended:
OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows
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7 Memory: 4 GB RAM Graphics:
DirectX
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